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Our Club Champions 2011!!!!

Club Champ Ben
V40 Champ Jason

At our club presentation night recently
Ben “Bullet, Freddie” or whatever he’s know
by these days got a rousing appause as he
minced his way up in his tight skirt to take the
club champs title for the ﬁrst time. With such
a successful year behind him and an England
and Britain vest in his drawers!!! ... he was
also voted the Club’s Runners runner of the
year for his achievements. I’m sure he would
have picked up another illustrious prize on
the night if we had had one for the best fancy
dress!!!! This year saw a record number of
club members taking part in the Champs and
resulted in most of the prizes being awarded
to “First Time Trophy Winners”. A massive
thank you to all who took part and let’s be
seeing some of our newer members having a
go this year. Bill has written an article in this
newsletter to explain what it’s all about and
how you can bag yourself a trophy .. so go on
and have a go. We had a wonderful night at
the presentation with good food from Robin
Hood Pub, great music from Graham Lloyd
and some mean dancing. Here’s to another
successful year for 2012.
Ladies Champ Jo
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Medium Race Queen Shaz

CLUB DO continued
Long Race King Kev

Medium Race King Rob

Long Race Queen Anne

Navigation cock up Manhar

Most Improved Runner Toby

Wally of the Year Bill

Runners Runner of the Year Ben
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CLUB DO continued
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With Christmas over in the blink of an eye it’s
now time to embrace 2012 and a brand new
year of fell running.
We had plenty to celebrate in 2011...
Calderdale Way success for the men in May,
Bob Graham’s galore with Linda Murgatroyd
and the Scarf’s all getting round in sub 24
hours, plus England vests for 3 of our runners;
Helen Fines, Max Wharton and yours truly.
And who could forget the ladies team success
in the British Champs with a silver medal for
Helen in the English. It was also the year that
‘Turbo’ Tom Thomas educated us all in the
subject of race nutrition- I don’t run anywhere
these days without half a BBQ chicken or
some turkey drummers in my bum bag just
to get my protein ﬁx mid-race. Thanks TomP.S. if you know what the English and British
Champs races are in 2013 can you please let
us all know ;-) just put it on the fellrunner forum
if you get a chance...

It’ll be hard to repeat such a ﬁne year but it’s
already been a cracker! Records have tumbled
(Hebden 22 and the Winter Handicap), Max
has been selected for Yorkshire following a
ﬁne cross country performance, Alex forgot
that he runs for Calder Valley and legendary
CVFR runners Jo Waites and Karl Gray are
back in action with two very promising starts to
the Club Championships!
Rumour has that our lovable V45
Super’Gods’man Shaun (AKA. The Tod Rocket
Sprocket) ISN’T injured (although I’m yet to
witness this bold and amazing claim).
I think the Club doo is also worth a paragraph
or three...I have to say it’s THE best doo I
have ever been to. With more value than
the McDonald’s Saver Menu, the food was
outstanding, the beer was cheap (my third
favourite word after ‘free’ and ‘reduced’), the
music cheesy and the costumes were just
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Continued
80’s-tastic! Many thanks to all those involved
in the organization, most notably the Scarf’s,
Reevo (AKA Hannah Reeve/the new Thirza)
and DJ Lloydski. Who could forget Logie
Bear’s Powerpoint presentation which literally
had everyone shitting their 80’s lycra worrying
about accumulating ‘Plonker Points’ (I ain’t
doing no orienteering or nav events this year
cos that trophy has spent too many years on
my windowsill).
Seriously what a night! Last time I only spent
£8 on a night out and still managed to get a
hangover I was 14 and sat on the swings in
Sowood park drinking a bottle of Mad Dog
20/20 (Strawberry ﬂavour of course). Next year
my only suggestion is a fancy dress award cos
I ain’t wearing knickers again for nothing.
February promises to be a busy month with
The Pennine Bridleway Relay topping the
bill next week. Time for us to once again
challenge for the title after narrowly missing
out last year! Perhaps a Ladies and Mens
double is on the cards?!
It’s also the month of our famous Wadsworth
Trog, a race not for the fainthearted or anyone

with limited battery life (i.e. me). Hannah
Dobson would more than appreciate a hand
if anyone is injured, too scared or sensible
NOT to run that many miles or just fancies
watching Steve Smithies get lost and take half
the ﬁeld up AND DOWN the main road...again.
Seriously get in touch if you are available to
help because Reevo is doing a sterling job!
Finally the next club Championship race is
Winter Hill on the 12th February (regrettably
I’m on holiday for this one L). It’s another
toughie and good training for some of the big
races coming up over the next few months.
Can someone do me a favour and try take
some points off Karl in the championship for
me please?...any takers?...don’t all speak up
at once!
Good luck to you all with your running and
hope to see you out on the fells soon!
Big love,
El Capitano
(AKA. Benny Mercury, Ron Mounsey, Bullet,
Ben Bolt)
XXX

Back ache, stressed and tired out, knotted
muscles from all that running ... what you
need is a massage, it shortens recovery time
from muscle strains by ﬂushing out lactic acid
and other metabolic wastes, increases energy
levels and feeling of vitality and contentment
and it reduces stress and tension.
Back, neck and shoulder massage: £15.00
Back massage: £10.00
Legs: £10.00

Linda Crabtree
Qualified Mobile
Therapist in Body Massage

Tel 07733 192864
www.cvfr.co.uk

Our

Club Champs

What’s it all about ... Bill explains...
CVFR Club Championships
Hi folks, this is a short note about our club
championships - to encourage anyone who doesn’t
normally take part to give them a go in 2012. It’s
fun, as competitive or non-competitive as you want
to make it, and gives you a target for the year.
There are usually plenty of other CVFRites at the
races.
Over 100 club runners took part in at least one of
the races in the championship last year, but not
many women took part in many of the races, so
it would be good to get more of you girlies taking
part!
The races
Each year we select ﬁfteen races - ﬁve short races,
ﬁve medium races and ﬁve long races - for that
year’s club championship.
We try to make the majority of the races
reasonably local, but also add a sprinkling of races
from further aﬁeld that not many of the club will
have done – to get us out to new races.
Generally we try to avoid the already oversubscribed races, and those which require preentry – although we do usually include a couple of
the national championship races.
The list of 2012 races in on our website.
Club Championship
Points for the championship are straightforward
– the ﬁrst CVFR runner in the race gets 50 points,
the next gets 49, etc.
Your points from your best two races of each
category (short/medium/long) are added together.
So you just need to run in two of the ﬁve short
races, two of the ﬁve medium races and two of
the ﬁve long races to get your full complement of
points.
In the overall club championship there are
perpetual trophies for the winner, second place and
third place.
Women’s Championship / Vet’s Championship /
V50 Championship
The ﬁrst female CVFR in the race gets 50 points
in the women’s championship, the second gets
49, etc. Then it’s the same system as the overall
Club Championship – your best two races of each
category are counted.
Similarly for the Vet’s Championship, and the V50
Championship.

Bill Johnson

you have been on average over the last few years
(your “race rating”) and this is your handicap for
the forthcoming year. This is a number, eg: 1.25
would mean that your time in a race is normally
1.25 times the winner’s time.
Then at each race in the club championship, I
divide your time in the race by your handicap. If
everyone runs consistently, this should mean that
everyone ends up with the same time.
Those people who run faster in the race than
they were expected to will end up with the fastest
handicapped times.
Whoever has the fastest handicapped time will get
50 points, next fastest 49, etc.
The result is that anyone can win the Handicap
Championship. If you run better in these races than
you have done in races over the last few years
then you will emerge at the top.
Kings and Queens of the Fells
While the overall club championship is always
going to be won by one of the club’s elite runners
(as indeed it should be!), the King & Queen
competitions really favour those who take part in
more of the club championship races.
Your points at all ﬁve of the short races in the club
championship are added together to decide the
Short Race King or Short Race Queen (there are
separate men’s and a women’s titles.)
Similarly all ﬁve medium races count towards the
Medium Race King & Queen titles, and all ﬁve long
races towards the Long Race King & Queen.
2012...
So come along and do some of the club
championship races in 2012.
Pick two races at each distance (short/medium/
long) to get your full complement in for the club
championship. Or do as many of the races as you
can to be in with a shout of picking up an engraved
glass as a King or Queen at our end of year
presentation Do.
Good luck!
Cheers, Bill

Handicap Championship
This is always excitingly competitive!
At the start of the year I work out everyone’s
handicap. I look at how far behind the race winner
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Winter

Handicap

Catherine’s Plane sailing
What a fantastic day we had for our handicap
after some of the dreary grey days we’ve had.
Conditions were good underfoot for most of it with
a nice covering of snow and patches of ice to keep
you on your toes on the downhill. Erringden Moor
didn’t disappoint with a few good cold bogs to get
your feet in but not as many or as deep as usual. It
was great to see 32 enthusiastic club members turn
up to take part. While they were getting sorted out
with numbers and start times a few of us took some
newbies for a go at fell running. What a lovely day
to do it with glorious blue skies. They thoroughly
enjoyed the experience and I’m sure that we’ll see
some of them on the fells in the future. Just having
the opportunity to run with others gives some of
these people the conﬁdence to go and explore
the fells in their own doorsteps ... we are simply
opening the door to that new experience.
Well the handicap got underway and Catherine
Plane was ﬁrst away with a succession of runners
following on at various times supplied by our
maestro stats man Bill. Catherine had a good
lead heading over Erringden and worked hard all
the way up and around Stoodley Pike. She could
sense victory as she passed her team mates still
running up as she was heading back down. She
still had to work very hard to maintain her lead as
she was chased back like the fox being chased by
the hounds ... and yes she got away and was the
victor on the day. A worthy winner as Catherine has
plugged away at the club runs on a Tuesday, not
always ﬁnding it easy, but never giving in.
A record breaking run by Karl Grey in a time of just
over 36 minutes was a phenominal run and with
Sharon Godsman posting the fastest ladies time on
the day there was nothing else for it but to adjourn
to local hostelry for a beer and a buttie and for club
chair Clare Kenny to present the prizes.
Well done all ... a great day out.
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28th January 2012

Meet your

Team Mate

Gayle Sugden
How did you get into running?
My friends Dad died of a heart attack so she wanted to
do the London marathon for the British Heart Foundation
and she asked if I’d do it with her. But then she struggled
with a bad back so couldn’t do it. I was keen to do
some more running but didn’t want to run on my own
so decided to join a running club and joined Stainland
Lions. Which was one of my better decisions cos this is
where I met Darren and some really good friends. I’m
surprised I ever got into fell running cos the ﬁrst cross
country I did for Stainland was the worse experience,
I’d never met mud before when running as I always
ran on the road and I can tell you I wasn’t happy, I was
covered in the stuff. But I decided to do the next cross
country and got on with the mud a bit better then, I soon
decided that I quite liked it. The next thing was the 3
Peaks, 24 hour challenge, I’d never even walked up a
mountain before but thought I’d give it a shot, I loved the
climb up Ben Nevis and what a sight at the top, it was
beautiful and clear, then we did Scarfell which was a little
daunting scrambling to the top and then Snowden in the
dark, I loved it, that was the start of my fell running.
What are the highlights of your fell running
career so far?
Well there was one race that was deﬁnately not a
highlight but turned out good in the end. I’m talking about
the fell running relays 2011. I said to Helen that I was
happy to run the fell relays and then found out I was on
the last leg, felt a bit worried cos I hadn’t been running
much at all so told Helen, she didn’t seem worried cos
there was going to be a lot of international runners and
we prob wouldn’t be up there, with this in mind I went to
the race quite relaxed. I went out to watch Trudi coming
in on the 1st leg and she’d had a great run and ﬁnished
around 10th (don’t know exactly) then Sally and Anne
went out on leg 2, thought they’d do well but wasn’t
expecting them to come back in 4th!!! A few people were
saying, ‘pressure on now Gayle’, I really wasn’t laughing
and shall we say I got a bit grumpy with people, saying
I wouldn’t have run if I’d known we’d be up there. So
Jo and Jo went off on navigation leg, I got even more
worried cos them two are blooming speed demons,
whilst I’m waiting to head off on my leg, I look around
and there warming up is Mary Wilkinson!!! Oh yeah
she’s only top 10 in the ﬂippin’ world, I started to think
what the ‘eck am I doing here. Jo and Jo come racing
into the ﬁeld bringing us up to 2nd place, Jo handed over
shouting at me...GO GAYLE GO!!!...well I was on the
verge of crying but thought get a grip and get on with it,
so as I’m trying to run as fast as I can, Mary Wilkinson
glided past me like I was standing still, to be fair she
did that to most of the men infront of me too. I kept
thinking all the way round, keep going cos you’ll have
a rubbish night tonight at Jo’s party if you let everyone
down. Was a pretty rubbish run from me, but managed
to hold onto 3rd place, I looked like I was gonna collapse

when I came into the ﬁeld, I really need to work on that
race ﬁtness! So in the end it was a highlight and a well
deserved glass of wine was drunk later that night!
What is your history with Calder Valley?
A few people I knew had joined from Stainland and cos I
wanted to do more fell running I joined.
What is your favourite fell race and why?
3 Peaks and Sedbergh have been my favourite races,
also really enjoyed the midsummer madness event.
Do you have any ambitions towards other challenges,
records, etc.? My ambition is to do a tri next year, I’m
prob a stronger swimmer that runner, used to compete a
lot swimming many years ago but the only problem is, I
can’t ride a bike! Honestly, I can’t even sit on one without
falling off...ha...so better get that sorted! Do you have
any top tips for those just setting out in fell running? No,
don’t have any top tips, try a few varied races it’s a good
social and you’ll ﬁnd out what you enjoy, might be the
short and fast or the long and steady away. Embrace the
mud, tussocks, rocks, scrambling or whatever else fell
running brings your way, this is what makes it fun! Go
out and just enjoy it!
What do you do with your chill out time when you
are not running?
Spend time with my family and friends, love to socialise
and have a nice glass of vino.
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Calder Valley ...
Off to a ﬂying start in the year of the dragon
Brought to you by your local fell racing
correspondent: “ Noseto thefells”.
Well we’re certainly off and running (literally – for
most of us) with the 2012 season. Bloody hell does
it look like being a cracking year!! Only a few races
into the season and there’s red and white hoops
everywhere. A good turnout at the hangover cure
“Giant’s Tooth”, was followed by the unbelievable
sight of at least 150 Calder Valley runners turning
up for the ﬁrst club championship race at Ovenden.
The number of 193 competitors was banded about,
but fair to say that Alan simply lost count. He’d only
brought along 200 numbers anyway. One poor
Calder Valley sod was told that he’d have to enter as
“unattached” because the club quota per race had
been reached! His quizzical look, only brought a “read
the FRA handbook mate” response from the hassled
registration desk. Mike “super vet” Wardle complained
that there were so many cars he was forced to park
in Bradshaw and run 3 miles to the start. Don’t know
what you’re complaining about mate – you need at
least 5 miles warm up before you’ve broken out of a
fast walk these days anyway!
STOP PRESS:
Heptonstall Fell Race 18th March
“Giant’s Tooth” was a bit of an eye-opener, although
some clearly hadn’t opened their eyes being the
morning after the night before. Groggy heads were
mentioned in the post-race huddle. Steve “race
machine” Smithies was ofﬁcially having a “steady
start” to the season, although also heard to mutter
as he moved away, “that’s the last time I’m being
trounced by a 12 year old girl!”. Seriously, though, is
there any way of bribing young AM into a better club?
Or maybe you’re already onto it Thirza?
MORE STOP PRESS:
Local Fell Race March 18th – Heptonstall.
What exactly is happening in the friggin’ junior
ranks??! Apart from the “race machine’s” 12 year old
girl, we’ve got young Brad out of the 2012 blocks like
a bat out of hell. It’s like he’s found his way into Karl’s
drug cabinet and doubled the dose! And then there’s
Whitelaw junior – what a run at “Giant’s Tooth”! And
£20 richer as well after betting his old man that he’d
beat him by more than ﬁve minutes. Cough up Al
– there were witnesses!
It’s all looking good in the ladies ranks as well. A
cracking race at Ovenden and who would have
thought that Jo W’s “secret” winter altitude training
would have had such a positive effect so soon? Very
impressive with three Calder in top 4, although a bit
short and quick for Anne J. She said she was pleased
with her ﬁrst 2012 outing and, if it had been 50 miles
longer, she might have caught the leaders.

All of this momentum being carried along by our new
men’s capitano, “Freddie the Mounster Motivator”.
Whatever that lad is on I want some. He’s got folks
entering races they never heard of! Ryanair have
agreed to put on an extra ﬂight to Belfast for the
Irish counter. Within half an hour of the 3 Peaks
race opening for entries, they had 460 names, with
the incredible statistic of one Calder Valley runner
entering every 5 seconds!! Alex “stylish runner”
Whittem broke the record for early fell race entry,
signing up within 2.3 seconds of entries opening! It’s
almost out of control!! El capitano himself has just had
a knockback from the Ennerdale fell race, being told
that the 2013 race isn’t open for entries yet! Still, the
enthusiasm can only be applauded (take note Karl
and Andy – by the way, Andy, has that injury sorted
itself yet, it has been 3 years. Maybe better just going
out to pasture mate?!)
And so our thoughts and fell shoes move onto the
imminent and world famous “Calder Valley Fell
Runners Winter Handicap”. Or, in other words, a
group of nutters huddled together at the bottom of
a January-jattled cold, muddy ﬁeld. Once Bill has
applied the “Sheepworth-Johnson” method to the
club stats, then everyone is sent off at neat and fair
intervals up to the brooding Stoodley Pike. From
there, they use the gravitational pull of this 850
foot monolith to propel themselves back down the
mountain where the handicap brings everyone in
at approximately the same time. Except it doesn’t!
Why? Are there ﬂaws in the “Sheepworth-Johnson”
method? No, of course not. As Bill will tell you, it’s
scientiﬁcally-foolproof - you just have to stop running
faster or slower than you’re meant to. Every year we
get one joker messing the whole thing up. One year,
Ben “40 a day” Frechette decided to up his usual 2
pre-race fags to 3, in the hope that it would slow him
down enough over the whole season to gain some
advantage from the “Sheepworth-Johnson” method.
He was overheard telling Will “the body” Steigler
that Bill’s method – whilst it did detect steroids and
serotonin-inhibitors (he’d tried that) – didn’t pick up on
Capstan regular-tipped. In the event, he gave up the
cigs as a New Year resolution and romped home in
the handicap in a record time. There’s always one!!!
TRYING TO STOP THE ****ING STOP PRESS:
Did I mention? Friendly local fell race – Heptonstall,
March, 2012. Free soup, cakes, beer. Bring a friend,
your mum, your Gran. Italians welcome......and did I
mention?, Heptonstall Festival....July.....
And so, by the time you read this the Winter Handicap
may well have been run and analysed. More thoughts
from the fells in the Spring – happy running!
Noseto thefells
(apologies for the pop-ups – I think I’ve been
“Grimleyed”!)
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The

Heb 22 Success
by Ben Mounsey

One of my New Year’s resolutions for 2012 was to
try and continue to improve on my long distance
races after showing some signs of promise last
year in Ireland and at Duddon. As many people will
know ‘the long ones’ have never been my forte and
this is something I’ve been working hard on to try
and change.
Last year I only ran the Hebden 22 because it had
been included in the club champs, previously I just
thought the people who did it were mad! Especially
during the race because I really struggled on the
last 3 miles and Gav (Mulholland) dragged me
round the entire route. This year I was much more
prepared. I’m not yet in top form but I have been
running longer distances in training and I even reccied the route 4 times in the 3 weeks prior to race
day! So I was conﬁdent I could get round in at least
sub 3:30.
The Monday before the race I had a sports massage at Back to Fitness Physiotherapy and I was
crying like a baby! Hahaha! No pain, no gain I kept
thinking! My legs were very sore for a few days so I
trained light and by Saturday I was raring to go! So
the tears on the massage bed weren’t in vain! Like
the previous year Gav and I had agreed to run together and the aim was to enjoy it and eat as much
food as possible before, during and after the race!
If I’m honest I’d already ruled out anyone breaking
the record because the conditions were horrible,
very windy and extremely wet underfoot!
We set off at a decent pace and soon opened up
a good lead...I knew we’d have to as Calder Valley
legend Adam Breaks and Kevin ‘Usain’ Hoult were
both in the chasing pack. On the ﬁrst climb Gav
told me that his legs were already smashed and
was beginning to regret running AND cycling the
previous day!!!! Not the best prep! (Alex Whittem
style ;-) hahaha!. In fact long before the ﬁrst checkpoint he was urging me to push on but I didn’t want
to leave him because he’d dragged me round the
previous year and I’d miss his company too much
;-) awwwwwww! I kept saying we’d take it easy on
certain sections so he could last the full 22 but I
was lying and just kept pushing the pace anyway,
I was enjoying watching him suffer too much ;-) I
was really impressed with the way he dug in and
kept going especially on the climb upto Stoodley
which always seems to last forever! From there
we blasted down the descent across Erringdon
Moor and started to think we could get a decent

time. By the time we reached the last checkpoint
Gav was nearly on his last legs and a bit further
down the road he told me to run on and try and
break 3 hours. Amazingly I still felt good and as I
descended back towards the ﬁnish I was literally
sprinting my way through the streets to try and
beat the clock (and to be the ﬁrst at all the food in
the church hall!). I couldn’t believe I’d gone round
so quick (2 hours 53 mins!!!) and I was even more
pleased that I still felt so good! Karl will tell you
what I usually look like after a race over 10 miles!
Gav came in 2nd just 3 minutes behind which was
brilliant considering his legs had been tired from
the very start. The Breaksmeister General was an
excellent 3rd in 3 hours 11 mins with Usain Hoult
5th in 3:15. It was also great to see Jo Waites back
in form clocking 3 hours 31 mins, 1st lady and 12th
overall! Anne Johnson wasn’t far behind either
in 3:43! Overall a fantastic race and great CVFR
performances all round!!!!! Same again next year I
hope!!!!!!
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Le Tour de Helvellyn - Dec 2011
Le Tour de Helvellyn is billed as ‘a very tough 38
mile winter trail run on wild unmarked Lakeland
trails over open terrain’. The forecast for the week
leading up to this event had been for gale force
winds and more snow so I was getting a little nervous in the build up to it. Luckily the storms had
passed us by on Thursday and the outlook was
looking good. The challenge starts at Askham, a
little village near Penrith. It’s a lollipop route that
takes you over Askham Fell via Howton and Boredale Hause into Patterdale, through Glenridding and
out towards Sticks Pass, down the other side to
Thirlmere, along a forest track to Dunmail, another
climb up to Grisedale tarn and a long trundle back
to Patterdale where you retrace your steps over
Boredale Hause back to the ﬁnish.

by Linda Murgatroyd
climb up to Boredale Hause. This is where I began
to notice my lack of hill work. My back was aching,
my legs felt heavy and cramp was just starting to
nip my calfs – I don’t ever get cramp so early in a
race but I had to keep up with Geoff or go it alone.
Once over the top, there was a long steady drop
down into Patterdale so we took it slowly as the
checkpoint didn’t open until 10am and we didn’t
fancy hanging about in the cold; we’d got there
much quicker than we’d anticipated. Fortunately
they’d opened the checkpoint and we could press
on. Once through Glenridding we started the climb
up to Greenside. The snow got deeper and deeper
and we met more and more people carrying skis, it
was a complete whiteout and beautiful. The views
behind us were stunning, white capped mountains
and dark lush green valleys.

Out towards Howtown
We left the village hall at 7.47am and made our
way over Askham Fell. Daylight was just breaking so we didn’t need to use our head torches, the
air was chilly and the paths slippery but otherwise
clear and dry. This event allows you start anytime
between 7am and 9am and as there were only 88
entrants, it’s unwise to think you can tag along with
someone else. I’d prearranged to run with Geoff,
a chap I know from Bob Graham recces so I felt
safe just case we met any bad weather. The ﬁrst
7 to 8 miles were steady away and we made good
progress. We followed a stony track around Barton
Fell which took us neatly down to the picturesque
church at Howtown; there we had a 2 mile jog
along the road in the valley of Boredale and a slow

Swart Beck checkpoint
(courtesy of www.nav4.co.uk)
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HELVELLYN continued
After the control on the footbridge at Swart Beck
we followed the deep footprints out into the wilderness. It was a long slog and seemed to go on for
ever. It was probably only a couple of kilometres
but at walking pace in knee deep snow it felt like
an eternity. I was eating and drinking well but my
legs were tiring and once we hit Sticks Pass it was
such a relief, I knew it was downhill all the way.
You’d think running downhill in snow would be
easy but the snow was ﬂuffy and churned up so my
feet were going all over the place. Once at the bottom I felt a bit wiped out but we still had a long way
to go so after clipping my control card at Stanah
footbridge and a quick jam sandwich we were off
again. The next 7k was on an undulating forest
track which runs parallel to the A591 and takes
you all the way to Dunmail. This was deﬁnitely my
lowest point as I still felt tired from the snow and
now we had to run! We made a pact to walk the
uphill sections and run the ﬂat and downhill’s which
worked well as both of us were feeling weary. As
we approached the bottom of Raise Beck I really
perked up and knew that once at Grisedale Tarn,
we only had one major climb to do. The path up to
Grisedale tarn was icy and the cramp started biting
again but it soon passed. The view of the tarn was
spectacular; it’d certainly been worth the climb. It
was much bigger than I remember from BG recces

and with the mighty Fairﬁeld by its side, it looked
amazing.
It was well packed snow from here on and we
sailed down into the valley bottom with ease. Barbara popped up on her bike which was a welcome
sight, she rode alongside us all the way into Patterdale chatting away and keeping us going. All we
had to do now was 10 more miles over Boredale
Hause and back to Askham. We felt lively and
fresh as we stomped over the hill and made our
way back, we were only 10 minutes slower going
back as we had been coming out so I felt like we’d
held a really steady pace. Although Geoff seemed
strong early on he said he probably would have
gone off too quickly had he not been towing me
behind but he thanked me for that and we were
happy to ﬁnish in good condition. We’d initially
been aiming for around the 10 hour mark but we
made it back in 9 hours and 11 minutes which put
us nearly in the top third of the ﬁeld, we were both
highly delighted. I’m pleased I did it but it’s not one
I would do again only because I think we had the
best weather and it would have been incredibly
tough in poor conditions. I think it was too runnable
for me; I love the ups and downs but ask me to run
on the ﬂat......nah not really my thing!

Grisedale Tarn
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Down

My Way

Gaz Hodgkinson

Rochdale Way (Modiﬁed)
Due to one reason or other, getting up to
the Lakes or other destinations seemed to
grind to a halt over the summer period, so
after spotting a local guide book outlining the
Rochdale Way, the decision for my next long
day out was made. Being from Littleborough
I had done a few bits of the route but not
enough to be running over old ground. After
signing up my mate Dave Townsend of Salford
Harriers for company, plans were made for
completing this ‘local’ route.
The route basically follows the boundary
line of Rochdale from Littleborough, over to
Whitworth, incorporating Heywood, Middleton,
touching on Royton just outside Oldham, over
to Milnrow and ﬁnally back to Littleborough.
The pure route is marked in its entirety on
the Pennine OS map. To make the route a
little more interesting I decided to ‘avoid’ the
Middleton section; working in the community
in this area, I didn’t think I was missing much
other than farm yards, tracks and dogs! To
make up the distance I chose to include the 3
highest hills including Brown Wardle, Knowl
Hill and Blackstone Edge; so in all, the entire
route came in at approximately 41 miles and a
little over 5000 feet.
Starting from the White House on Blackstone
Edge Road, the day of the run proved to be
ideal running conditions although initially
starting off quite early in the dark and mist, this
soon cleared to give mostly a clear and bright
day. This was a boost as the whole route,
including the highest bits were visible from
almost all the way round; fantastic views. We
did experience a couple of sudden extreme
downpours that seemed to dominate the
beginning of September, but ‘in for a penny, in
for a pound’ and we got on with it.
In terms of route ﬁnding, as I said earlier I
had done a few bits so on the whole it was
not a problem. The route from ‘Owd Betts
‘on Edenﬁeld road down to Heywood proved
to be a run through farms and ﬁelds but did

incorporate the best wooded valley runs
Rochdale has to offer. Route waymarks for
the Rochdale Way did occasionally point the
way but looked a bit tired and worn so I would
suggest not relying on these too much.
The most difﬁcult section to navigate, probably
due to the fact I was less familiar with the area,
was Milnrow and Newhey, opting to go own
through the centre of the village before making
our way across farmland, avoiding a few farm
yards with loose barking dogs, dodging over
a few barbed wire fences and over to the M62
bridge before climbing back up to Blackstone
Edge. At this point my knee was giving me
a bit of gyp. I think Dave was trying to keep
me going by constantly telling me “it was only
pain” and trying to make me run all the way
back to the car! I had done a route from Edale
back to Littleborough (34 miles) a few weeks
before, but today’s route was further, possibly
a bit too much, but as Dave kept reminding me
“it was only pain”!
All in all, a great day out taking approximately
8 1⁄2 hours, including about a 20 minute stop
in Heywood (25 miles), incorporating the
Pennine watershed, valleys, moorland, rocky
summits of local hills, wooded valleys, quiet
country lanes, farms and historic mills. After
migrating to other scenic parts of the North
West at the weekends, this was to remind me
of what was on my door step and appreciate
ﬁrsthand of what is ‘Down my Way’.
Onwards and Upwards
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The

Winter Score

Winter Weather – Winter Score
After getting off the bus in Gordon Riggs car park,
we headed to the start – at Carole Fryer’s house.
The controls were in a swathe across the Langﬁeld
Common, Erringden Moor area, with three high
point controls further west of the Tod/Littleborough
road.
Lots of controls to go at over quite a large area
meant many people over-stretched themselves
and returned overtime. If I hadn’t gone for the two
controls nearest the ﬁnish (worth 25 points) I could
have come in on time as I still had 35 minutes
left after the control near Stake Lane. As it was
I was 16 minutes late so a 32 point penalty. You
can always think how you could have improved
your result after a score event. With out the time
penalty and the last two controls I could have been
four places higher.
James Logue was ﬁrst with a massive lead of 54
points over second place Simon Bourne. James’s
combination of accurate navigation and speed
have made him unbeatable in the Winter Score
event for the last six years. Mandy Goth was ﬁrst
woman. Kevin Hoult and Martin Huddleston were
the ﬁrst pair in fourth place overall. The results
and the map of the control and the routes people
took is on the club website at:
http://www.cvfr.co.uk/races/winter-score/
The weather was wet and cold, we were running
with almost constant horizontal sleet and snow. At
one point I seemed to have lost all feeling in my
feet, legs, lower back, hands and face. Should
really have put my over trousers on. A few people
returned on the edge of hypothermia and were
very grateful for the warmth of the Johnson’s Aga.
Hot stew and potatoes also helped thawing out, not
forgetting the large variety of cakes and endless
tea, all laid on.
So all in all an excellent day out! Don’t be scared
of these events, the only way to improve your nav
is to do it!
Tim Brooks

What a Score!!
On the Saturday evening prior to the Winter Score
event I was listening to the high winds battering the
back of my house and the horizontal rain clattering
at the windows, and wondered if I had wasted my
£7 entry fee as I really didn’t fancy 3.5 hours of
this the next morning. But then again I’m so mean
and tight that I was determined to get my moneys
worth, so of course I got up the next day and went
down to Bill and Anne’s and joined the many others
who had turned out to this brilliant annual event
from Trough Farm.
The morning wasn’t quite as wild but it certainly
looked likely to remain as wet. I had chosen to
go for the later start and at about 9.45 we set off
to walk down into Luddenden Village to catch the
bus to our mystery destination (NB all you folk who
went on the early bus, if I ever say to you I was on
the other bus, do not get the wrong idea). We set
off down to Luddenden Foot and I think everyone
knew we would turn right at the bottom and head
towards Mytholmroyd.
And so we did, but then where to? As we trundled
on towards Hebden Bridge someone suggested
it could be Jon & Julie Underwood’s house at
Blackshaw Head. Yes, of course, that would be a
good place to start. Then we passed the junction
with Church Lane but of course the bus wouldn’t
go up Mytholm Steeps, it would go via Heptonstall
Slack, but then we went straight past the turning
circle and on towards Todmorden so that idea was
out.
I joked that we might be going to Sharon and
Shaun Godsman’s house at Walsden, actually
thinking that it was far too far away for this event.
Then we went through the centre of Tod and turned
left towards Walsden. Perhaps I was right, but then
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WINTER SCORE continued
we drove straight past the Bacup Road junction
and thoughts of Littleborough sprang to mind. I
suppose we could soon run over Blackstone Edge
and back into Calder Valley country.
Then all of a sudden we pulled up outside Gordon
Rigg’s Garden Centre and off we got, then crossed
the road and down a ginnell to the back door of a
cottage. So, we were here at what turned out to
be Carol Fryer’s house (thanks Carol) and I was
thinking I hadn’t enough in my legs to run home
from here along the canal bank, never mind over
the hills. Still, it had to be done, so I ﬁlled out my
control card, Bill handed me a map, and off I went.
Bill must have said my start time was 10.36 but I
think I made the mistake of looking at my watch
which said 10.38, and that time stuck in my mind,
the signiﬁcance of which will become clear later.
The initial problem was trying to orientate the map,
tune in to the scale, and try to decide which way to
set off while the rain ran down my glasses. I must
have looked like some mad professor with my
glasses perched on the end of my nose, trying to
see where I was running over the top of them and
trying to read the map through them. What I really
needed was a pair of bi-focals and a sombrero.
The ﬁrst decision was to forget about trying to get
controls 1, 2 or 3 on the west side of the valley,
those were deﬁnitely for the fast lads and lasses.
I followed the main road for while and found the
track which should take me up the hill towards
controls 4 and 5. This seemed like a good place
to start. A few others had the same idea so
navigation was aided somewhat, although based
on past experience I used this only as conﬁrmation
that my own navigational skills were sending me
in roughly the right direction. It is easy to presume
that other competitors know exactly what they’re
doing, but sometimes you discover they are more
lost than you are!
Got number 5 ﬁrst then off for 4 which wasn’t too
tricky, then up the hill towards Gaddings Dam and
the Basin Stone. At this point I was toying with the
idea of taking the high ground over to Warland
Reservoir and round Turley Holes and dropping
into Cragg Vale, but as the wind got stronger and
I got wetter I decided to take the more sheltered
option, fortunately without too much of a reduction
in available points. I dropped off the edge and as I
stumbled down the steep escarpment to control 8 I
managed to steady myself by grabbing a handful of
brambles, gashing my ﬁngers and then bleeding all

over my map. Suddenly I couldn’t tell which were
the red circles of the control points and which were
blobs of blood.
From here I made a poor route choice towards
my next control. I had decided not to bother with
control 7 down below Lumbutts and headed
straight across Heeley Hill hoping to cross the
Calderdale Way and approach control 10 from
above. Unfortunately the going was even worse
than usual and the gaps between the tussocks
were like little rivers and I was slipping and
stumbling. Some people had taken the higher
route on the path to Withins Gate and dropped
down to the control. I struggled for a while and
then dropped to Mankinholes and took the London
Road track and then uphill to number 10.
The next decision was either to drop back to the
track and take the good path up to Stoodley Pike
or continue up this hill to the top path. I chose the
latter and struggled on and ﬁnally reached the
Pike. Now I was running again, off towards Dick’s
Lane and Erringden Moor pausing only to have
a drink at the well below Stoodley. As I crossed
Erringden Moor the rain stopped for a while, but
only because it started to snow! Like most of us I
knew every inch of this part of the route and was
soon on the edge of Bell Hole bagging control
12 and then down the path through the woods to
Dauber Bridge.
Then it was across Cragg Road and up the steps
and the path towards Hollin Hey. I had deﬁnitely
decided to go for control 16 up on Aaron Hill ﬁrst
then back for 15 before dropping to Brearley. I
kept looking at the map, and I kept telling myself
16 ﬁrst, then 15. As I climbed further I changed my
mind completely. Number 15 was now so close it
was foolish not to get it ﬁrst then after jogging up
the track to Nab End whilst trying to get gloves
on my wet and almost numb hands, I crossed the
moor and bagged number 16 then took a more
direct route to Brearley via Mirey Lane and down
past Hathershelf and Blind Lane, across the valley
bottom and over Burnley Road and up into the
woods.
I was running out of steam at this point but
knowing the woods was an advantage. I climbed
the wall from the path into the open ﬁeld and
soon bagged control 17 which was nicely hidden
behind a wall. From here I took the treacherous
path along the top edge of the wood and joined
the road in Midgley. It meant a bit of extra climb
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WINTER SCORE continued
but then I could get moving a bit faster down the
road to Luddenden. As I passed Midgley School
I noticed a walker coming down the track to the
left but took no notice, then a few hundred yards
further as the road began to descend I heard some
very heavy footsteps of someone running behind
me. At ﬁrst I presumed it was another competitor
who would then go past me. It turned out to be
the walker I had seen a minute or two before.
Then I recognised our former (& founder) club
member Jimmy Sheard who had just been up to
High Brown Knoll to test his new hiking boots. We
exchanged a few quick words but I said I couldn’t
stop to chat and explained I was doing the score
event and time was tight.
Off I went at a steady jog leaving Jimmy behind
until I got the top of the steep cobbles leading
down Old Lane to the Lord Nelson. This was very
dodgy in fell shoes. I was slipping all over the place
and trying to hang on to the wall and walk on the
grassy clumps and dead leaves at the edge but
once down in the village I was soon on the path
up the riverside and got the ﬁnal control of the day,
number 18.
Then all I had to do was climb up the hill to Stocks
Lane then it’s only a few yards to Bill’s isn’t it?
Trouble was I was reaching my limit in more ways
than one. I was completely knackered and running
out of time. An hour ago I thought I had time to
spare but I had slowed down so much it was touch
and go if I would get inside the time limit. I kept
checking my watch as I dug deep and pushed up
the ﬁelds. I kept going at a fast walk up the road
keeping an eye on my watch. I was thinking I
had got until 2.08 and as I got around the double
bends I had about four minutes left. Quickly then
into Bill’s yard through the door, dodging past the
people in the hallway and catching Bill’s eye so he
could clock me as ﬁnished. Great! I had a couple of
minutes to spare.
What a great event. There were people eating
lovely hot grub that Anne kept bringing out,
drinking tea, studying their maps and comparing
route choices. I helped myself to some tasty food
and two cups of hot tea. Then after chatting a while
I had to get off home, and as Vicky had dropped
me off earlier I didn’t have the car, so this meant
heading off up the path behind the farm, across
the ﬁelds to Sentry Edge and over Tower Hill to my

Looking back across the valley towards
Stoodley Pike and Bell Hole as I jogged home.

house at Norton Tower. Most of it was walking, with
a bit of jogging in between to keep warm. Then I
was glad to be home and into a hot shower.
It was only later when I was looking at my emails
that I discovered the results were out so I looked
to see how I had done. At ﬁrst I couldn’t see my
name and thought Bill had missed me off. As my
gaze went upwards I suddenly noticed my name
where I didn’t expect it to be. I was ﬁfth!! I was
shocked and stunned but very pleased with myself.
Then I noticed my start time was actually 10.36.00
and I ﬁnished at 14.06.05 so I had actually gone 5
seconds over the time limit. Thank goodness I had
pushed hard up that ﬁnal climb as I didn’t lose any
points having gone over by less than a minute.
I was also surprised to ﬁnd I was the ﬁrst V50,
which isn’t too bad for a V60!!!
Thanks Bill & Anne, what a great day.
John (Bod) Riley
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